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On The Scattering Process in Quantum Optics
John E. Gough1, ∗
1Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth, SY23 3BZ, Wales, United Kingdom
(Dated: September 12, 2014)
The derivation of a quantum Markovian model for an opto-mechanical system consisting of a
quantum mechanical mirror interacting with quantum optical input fields via radiation pressure is
difficult problem which ultimately involves the scattering process of quantum stochastic calculus. We
show that while the scattering process may be approximated in a singular limit by regular processes
using different schemes, however the limit model is highly sensitive to how the approximation scheme
is interpreted mathematically. We find two main types of stochastic limits of regular models, and
illustrate the origin of this difference at the level of one particle scattering. As an alternative
modelling scheme, we consider models of mirrors as non-trivial dielectric medium with a boundary
that is itself quantized. Rather than treating the plane waves for the electromagnetic field, we
take the actual physical modes and quantize these. The input-output formalism is then obtained
in the far zone where the plane wave approximation is valid. Several examples are considered, and
the quantum stochastic model is derived. We also consider the quantum trajectories problem for
continual measurement of the reflect output fields, and derive the stochastic master equations for
homodyning and photon counting detection to estimate the mirror observables.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk, 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Db, 02.30.Mv
I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of quantum stochastic calculus of Hudson
and Parthasarathy [1] has a long history of applications
to quantum open systems. In addition to introducing
quantum stochastic integrals with respect to creation and
annihilation processes, they included integration with re-
spect to scattering processes. While not originally moti-
vated by quantum input-output models, this additional
feature allowed unitary rotations of input fields to be con-
sidered in conjunction to displacements. This has lead
to a unified treatment of state-based input-output mod-
els that has been exploited in model interconnections of
such models into quantum feedback networks, and in par-
ticular to rigorously model simplification and reduction
procedures such as adiabatic elimination of open systems
[2]-[6]; other areas of application include the qubit limit
of cQED [7].
The scattering operator S appearing in the unitary
quantum stochastic differential equations (QSDE) how-
ever has attracted some comparison to S-matrix of usual
scattering theory, however, its origin and role is rather
different. The scattering processes are also less familiar
to the Phsyics community than the usual creation anni-
hilation processes, as they where not part of the original
input/output formalism of quantum optics [8],[9].
Typically quantum stochastic processes obeying a non-
trivial Ito¯ table arise as singular limits of approximating
regular processes. This is a delicate problem for clas-
sical stochastic processes, however there are additional
issues related to approximating the scattering processes
as different schemes for otherwise similar dynamics lead
to different limit evolutions.
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For an m input model we have quantum white noise
input process bj(t) for j = 1, · · · ,m satisfying singular
commutation relations [bj(t), b
†
k(s)] = δjkδ(t− s) and we
define the (m+ 1)2 fundamental processes [1]
Λαβ(t) =
∫ t
0
b†α(s)bβ(s)ds (1)
where we also include the index 0 by setting b0(t) ≡ 1. In
this way Λ00(t) = t, while Bj(t) := Λ0k(t) =
∫ t
0
bk(s)ds
and B†j (t) := Λj0(t) =
∫ t
0
b†j(s)ds are the processes of
annihilation and creation. Λjk(t) describes the process
where a quanta in channel k is annihilated and another
immediately created in channel j at some time in the in-
terval [0, t]. The Λαβ(t) are well-defined operators acting
on the Fock space F over Cm-valued square-integrable
functions of positive time t ≥ 0. We note the quantum
Ito¯ table [1]
dΛαβ(t)dΛµν(t) ≡ δˆβµdΛαν(t) (2)
where δˆβν = 1 if β = ν 6= 0, and vanishes otherwise.
Let us fix a system with Hilbert space h. The quantum
stochastic differential equation (QSDE) on h⊗F (implied
sum over repeated Greek indices from 0 to m)
dU(t) = Gαβ ⊗ dΛαβ(t)U(t), (3)
with initial condition U(0) = I, possesses a unique solu-
tion for bounded operators Gαβ on h. The necessary and
sufficient conditions for the process U(t) to be unitary
are that (implied sum over repeated Latin indices from 1
to m) [1]
Gjk = Sjk − δjk, Gj0 = Lj ,
G0k = −LlSlk, G00 = −1
2
L†lLl − iH (4)
with S = [Sjk] unitary, L = [Lj ] arbitrary, and H self-
adjoint. The triple (S,L,H) then determines the model.
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2A. Approximations by Regularized Hamiltonians
In practice, the singular processes are idealisations.
However, working in the same Fock space, it is possi-
ble to approximate the fundamental processes by regular
ones obtained by smearing with some mollifying function.
In the following, we will denote by δn a regular function
with compact support parametrized by n > 0 and con-
verging to a delta function as n → ∞. For definiteness
we may fix an integrable function g with support [−c, c]
(i.e., g(x) = 0 for |x| > c) for some finite range c > 0,
such that g(−x) = g(x) and ∫ c−c g(x)dx = 1. We may
then take δn(x) = n g(nx), and these vanish outside the
interval [−c/n, c/n].
We shall now describe two possible schemes to formally
approximate b†α(t)bβ(t).
Let Eαβ be a collection of operators on the Hilbert
space h of a fixed system such that E†αβ = Eβα. For
convenience we assume that they are bounded. We write
E`` for the matrix [Ejk], E`0 for the column vector [Ej0],
and E0` for the row vector [E0k].
The matrix E`` will be called the exchange matrix.
In principle, Ejk gives the strength of the interaction
causing an input quantum of type k to be annihilated
and replace with a quantum of type k.
1. Scheme #1
We set λ˜
(n)
αβ (t) =
∫
δn(t − s)b†α(s)bβ(s)ds, or more ex-
actly
λ˜
(n)
αβ (t) =
∫
δn(t− s)dΛαβ(s), (5)
b˜
(n)
k (t) =
∫
δn(t− s)dBk(s). (6)
A unitary U˜ (n)(t) is defined as the solution to the
Schro¨dinger equation with time-dependent Hamiltonian
H˜(n)(t) =
∫
δn(t− s)Eαβ ⊗ dΛαβ(s),
= Eαβ ⊗ λ˜(n)αβ (t)
= Ejk ⊗ λ˜(n)jk (t)
+ Ej0 ⊗ b˜(n)†j (t) + E0k ⊗ b˜(n)k (t) + E00. (7)
The limit process U˜(t) then exists, is unitary and described by the triple
S˜ = e−iE`` , L˜ =
e−iE`` − 1
E``
E`0, H˜ = E00 − E01E`` − sin(E``)
(E``)2
E`0. (8)
The limit is best understood as a trotterized time-ordered exponential introduced by Holevo [10]
U˜(t) = ~THe
−i ∫ t
0
dE := lim
max |tk+1−tk|→0
e−iE(tN ,tN−1) · · · e−iE(t2,t1)e−iE(t1,t0) (9)
where E(t2, t1) =
∫ t2
t1
Eαβ ⊗ dΛαβ(s) ≡ Eαβ ⊗ {Λαβ(t2)− Λαβ(t1)} and t = tN > · · · > t1 > t0 = 0.
The relationship between the coefficients is G˜αβ ⊗
dΛαβ ≡ e−iEαβ⊗dΛαβ − 1.
2. Scheme #2
We alternatively set
λ
(n)
jk (t) = b˜
(n)†
j (t)b˜
(n)
k (t) (10)
and λ
(n)
j0 (t) = b˜
(n)†
j (t), λ
(n)
0k (t) = b˜
(n)
k (t), λ
(n)
00 (t) = 1.
A unitary U (n)(t) is defined as the solution to the
Schro¨dinger equation with time-dependent Hamiltonian
H(n)(t) = Eαβ ⊗ λ(n)αβ (t)
= Ejk ⊗ b˜(n)†j (t)b˜(n)j (t)
+ Ej0 ⊗ b˜(n)†j (t) + E0k ⊗ b˜(n)k (t) + E00. (11)
The limit process U(t) exists and is then described by
the triple [12]
S =
I − i2E``
I + i2E``
, L =
−i
I + i2E``
E`0, H = E00 +
1
2
E0`Im{ I
I + i2E``
}E`0. (12)
The limit process is best understood as the Stratonovich (or symmetric) integral [11]
U(t) = 1− i
∫ t
0
dE(s) ◦ U(s) ≡ 1− i lim
max |tk+1−tk|→0
∑
k
E(tk+1, tk)U(
tk+1 + tk
2
) (13)
3using a midpoint rule for sample the integrand.
The Stratonovich unitary may be denoted as
U(t) = ~TDe
−i ∫ t
0
dE (14)
and formally the ordering ~TD is the Dyson chronological
ordering of the white noise operators bj(t) and b
†
j(t), [12]
II. SINGLE PARTICLE SCATTERING MODELS
The limit procedures above are technically involved,
however, we can obtain some insight into what is going on
at a simpler level. We consider the situation of a quantum
particle moving along the x-axis with Hamiltonian
H = −p+ V (15)
The free part −p = i∂ described propagation at unit
speed down the axis, while the potential V is localized in
some region about the origin, see Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. (Color online) A solution to (15) with a region about
the origin where V 6= 0, and plane wave behaviour outside.
If the potential is to be modeled as exactly localized at
the origin - say a delta potential V = εδ(x). then we are
forced to consider the operator i∂ for x 6= 0 but this is not
a self-adjoint operator. In this case the corresponding H
must be a self-adjoint extension of i∂ on the punctured
line and it is well known that its domain is the set of all
functions ψ with derivative ψ′(x) well-defined for x 6= 0
and (
∫ 0
−∞+
∫ −∞
0
)(|ψ(x)|2 + |ψ′(x)|2)dx <∞ satisfying a
boundary condition (see section X.1 of Reed and Simon
[13], volume 2, especially example 1)
ψ(0−) = sψ(0+) (16)
where s = eiθ is a unimodular complex number. See Fig.
2.
Specifically, we have the integration by parts formula(∫ 0−
−∞
+
∫ ∞
0+
)
φ∗(x)ψ′(x)dx =
φ∗(0−)ψ(0−)− φ∗(0+)ψ(0+)
−
(∫ 0−
−∞
+
∫ ∞
0+
)
φ∗′(x)ψ(x)dx,
FIG. 2. (Color online) The limit of a singular potential. A
plane wave solution with a phase jump s at the boundary.
and the boundary term vanishes exactly if both φ and
ψ satisfy the (same!) boundary condition (16) with s
unitary.
As s is arbitrary, we have an infinity of possible self-
adjoint extensions Hs. Ultimately the choice of s comes
down to physical modeling.
We shall look at two different approximation schemes
now.
A. When the phase jump will be an exponential of
the coupling parameter.
We take the potential to have the form
V = δn(x) (17)
We consider a stationary state with far field behaviour
ψ(x) = A±e−ikx for x → ±∞. We have iψ′(x) +
V (x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x). Away from the origin, where the
potential is zero, we see that E ≡ k We can integrate to
get
ψ(b)eikbe−i
∫ b
a
V (x)dx = ψ(a)eika.
We have V (x) = εδn(x), and so taking n → ∞
ψ(b)eikbeiε = ψ(a)eika whenever a < 0 < b. Tak-
ing the points a and b to approach the origin yields
ψ(0−) = e−iεψ(0+), that is
s = e−iε. (18)
B. When the phase jump will be fractional linear
in the coupling parameter.
We now take the potential to have the form
V = |δn〉〈δn|. (19)
This leads to the stationary state equation
iψ′(x) + 〈δn|ψ〉δn(x) = kψ(x)
4and one of the obvious features is that the function δn
does not stay in the Hilbert space as n → ∞. As an
ansatz, we try a solution of the form
ψn(x) = αnθn(x) + φ(x) (20)
where αn is a complex scalar and θn(x) =
∫ x
−∞ δn(x
′)dx′.
The function φ is assumed to be continuous and differ-
entiable at x = 0. Substituting the trial function, we
find
iαnδn(x) + iφ
′(x) + ε〈δn|ψn〉δn(x) = kαnθn(x) + kφ(x),
and to remove the divergent δn(x) term we must take
αn = iε〈δn|ψn〉. This leaves iφ′(x) = kαnθn(x) + kφ(x)
which integrates to
eikbφ(b)− eikaφ(a) = ikαn
∫ b
a
eikxθn(x)dx (21)
and the right hand side converges to α(eikb−1) as n→∞,
whenever a < x < b. Again, taking a and b approach-
ing zero we get the consistency condition φ(0−) = φ(0+).
The limit function ψ is then ψ(x) = αθ(x) + φ(x) where
θ is the Heaviside function and α = limn→∞ αn =
iεψ(0
+)+ψ(0−)
2 . We then have ψ(0
+) = ψ(0−) + α. Elim-
inating α then leads to ψ(0−) = 1−
i
2 ε
1+ i2 ε
ψ(0+), that is
s =
1− i2ε
1 + i2ε
. (22)
C. Remarks
The choice of −p as free Hamiltonian lead to scatter-
ing coefficient s that is independent of the wavenumber
k. We encounter two very different forms: the exponen-
tial s1(ε) = e
−iε and the fractional linear s2(ε) =
1− i2 ε
1+ i2 ε
.
Remarkably they agree up to second order when Taylor
expanded in the coupling strength ε. This means that in-
tuitive arguments based on perturbation expansions may
not always be reliable.
III. STOCHASTIC JUMP EVOLUTIONS
We now second quantize the situation encountered
in the Section II. We consider a single quantum input
process b(t) satisfying singular commutation relations
[b(t), b(s)†] = δ(t − s). and set Λ(t) = ∫ t
0
b†(s)b(s)ds,
also known as the gauge process. The relevant quantum
Ito¯ product rule is (dΛ(t))2 = dΛ(t), and we have the
Ito¯ formula df(Λt) = {f(Λ(t) + 1)− f(Λ(t))}dΛ(t). The
general form of a pure-gauge unitary evolution coupling
the system to the input field takes the form [1]
U(t) = (S ⊗ I)I⊗Λ(t) (23)
satisfying the quantum stochastic differential equation
dU(t) = (S − 1) ⊗ dΛ(t)U(t), where S is required to
be a unitary operator on the system space. This is a
degenerate triple (S, 0, 0), that is the coupling parameters
L = 0 and the Hamiltonian H = 0 in (4).
We now show the quantum stochastic analogues to the
two types of limit encountered in the previous section.
For convenience, we restrict to a single input field, but
the generalisation to multiple modes is straightforward.
A. When the scattering matrix will be an
exponential of the exchange matrix.
Fix a self-adjoint operator E11 on the system Hilbert
space, then chose the time-dependent Hamiltonian
H˜(n)(t) = E11 ⊗ λ˜(n)(t), (24)
with λ˜(n)(t) =
∫
δn(t− s)dΛ(s) ≡
∫
δn(t− s)b†(s)b(s)ds.
We denote by U˜ (n)(t) the solution to the corresponding
Schro¨dinger equation
i
d
dt
U˜(n)(t) = H˜
(n)(t)U˜ (n)(t) (25)
with U˜ (n)(0) = I. Here the solution will be U˜ (n)(t) =
exp{−iE11 ⊗
∫ t
0
ds
∫
δn(s− u)dΛ(u)}, but∫ t
0
ds
∫
δn(s− u)dΛ(u) =
∫
δn ∗ 1[0,t](u)dΛ(u)(26)
and we encounter the convolution δn∗1[0,t] of the approx-
imate delta function δn with the indicator function 1[0,t]
of the interval [0, t]. We then have the strongly conver-
gent limit to Λ(t) and so U˜ (n)(t) is strongly convergent
to U˜(t) = exp{−iE11⊗Λ(t)}. This of course corresponds
to the pure gauge driven unitary with scattering matrix
S˜ = e−iE11 .
In the multiple input field case we have the matrix
relation
S˜ = e−iE`` (27)
N.B. Recall that the entries Ejk of the exchange matrix
are operators on the system.
This limit is naturally associated with the Holevo time-
ordered exponential form of the quantum stochastic cal-
culus as, indeed,
U˜(t) = ~THe
−i∑jk EjkΛjk(t). (28)
B. When the scattering matrix will be fractional
linear in the exchange matrix.
We alternatively take
H(n)(t) = E11 ⊗ b˜(n)(t)†b˜(n)(t) (29)
where b˜(n)(t) =
∫
δn(t−s)b(s)ds is a smeared annihilator,
etc. The unitaries Un(t) generated by time-dependent
Hamiltonian H(n)(t) converge to the unitary quantum
5stochastic process U(t) with triple (S, 0, 0) where S =
1− i2E11
1 + i2E11
, [12].
In the multiple input field case we then have the matrix
relation
S =
1− i2E``
1 + i2E``
(30)
This limit is naturally associated with the Stratonovich
form as now
U(t) = ~TDe
−i∑jk EjkΛjk(t). (31)
C. Adiabatic Elimination of a Cavity Mode
In [2] the adiabatic elimination of a cavity mode b was
considered where the mode had a Hamiltonian of the
form
H(n) = E00 +
√
nE10b
∗ +
√
nE01b+ nE11b
†b
with the mode coupled to an external field with a cou-
pling strength
√
nγ. That is, we have the QSDE
dUt = {√nγb⊗ dB∗t −
√
nγb∗ ⊗ dBt
−nγ
2
b∗bdt+ iH(n)dt
}
Ut.
If we now introduce the unperturbed dynamics dVt =
{√nγb⊗dB∗t−
√
nγb∗⊗dBt−nγ2 b∗bdt}Vt, then it is shown
that the unitary U˜t = V
−1
t Ut satisfies a limit QSDE as
n→∞ of the form (3) with (S,L,H) given by
S =
γ/2− iE11
γ/2 + iE11
,
L =
i
√
γ
γ/2 + iE11
,
H = E00 + E01Im
{
1
γ/2 + iE11
}
E01.
In the special case of an atomic system in a cavity, one
may consider [14]
E11 = −g
2
0
∆
cos2 (kq) , E01 = 0 = E10, E00 = H
and so
S =
γ/2 + i
g20
∆ cos
2 (kq)
γ/2− i g20∆ cos2 (kq)
= exp
(
2i tan−1
(
2g20
γ∆
cos2 (kq)
))
. (32)
In the limit model, we find that the atomic indeed induces
a phase change on the optical field.
IV. VARIABLE-SPEED QUANTUM
TRAVELING FIELD MODES
We now give a non-perturbative argument leading to
jump QSDEs starting from scattering of light by quan-
tum systems which correspond to free boundaries. Our
approach is to use the theory developed by Ley and
Loudon [15], se also [16], where the quantise the classical
mode fields for electomagnetic fields scattered by dielec-
tric media, as opposed to trying to begin with free pho-
tons. We mention other appraoches such as [17] which
deal with quanisation of light in dielectric material.
We begin with Maxwell’s equations without sources
∇.B = 0,∇×E = − ∂
∂t
B,
∇.D = 0,∇×H = ∂
∂t
D.
Our interest is in the situation where the displacement
field takes the form D = εE with a dielectric coefficient ε
which depends on position. We shall take B = µ0H with
constant permeability µ0. The first pair of equations lead
to the usual potential
E = − ∂
∂t
A−∇φ, B = ∇×A,
and we will fix the Coulomb gauge (φ ≡ 0).
We seek to model a field propagating in a thin wire
along the z-axis of cross-section A, and to this end we
take the vector potential to have non-zero component
Ax = Ax (z, t) in which case the non-zero components of
the electric and magnetic fields are
Ex (z, t) = − ∂
∂t
Ax (z, t) , By (z, t) =
∂
∂z
Ax (z, t) .
We also take the dielectric constant to be a function of
the z coordinate only and set
ζ (z) = ε (z)µ0 ≡ 1
c2
n (z)
2
(33)
where n (z) is a position dependent refractive index. We
shall assume the asymptotic behaviour
lim
z→∞ ζ (z) =
(nr
c
)2
, lim
z→−∞ ζ (z) =
(nl
c
)2
.
Here nr ≥ 1 and nl ≥ 1 are the refractive indices in
the right and left far zones respectively. The equation
∇.D = 0 is now trivially satisfied, and with the remain-
ing Maxwell’s equation we see that the component Ax
satisfies the wave equation(
∂2
∂z2
− ζ (z) ∂
2
∂t2
)
Ax (z, t) = 0. (34)
6A. Mode Functions
Let ω > 0 be a positive frequency, and consider trial
solutions to (34) of the form Uω (z) e
−iωt. We see that
the mode functions Uz satisfy(
d2
dz2
+ ζ (z)ω2
)
Uω (z) = 0. (35)
The mode corresponding to a right incoming traveling
wave is the solution Uω,r with the asymptotic behavior
Uω,r (z) '
{
e−inrωz/c + trr (ω) einrωz/c, z →∞;
tlr (ω) e
−inlωz/c, z → −∞.
We may similarly introduce the left incoming mode as
the solution with the asymptotic behavior
Uω,l (z) '
{
trl (ω) e
inrωz/c, z →∞;
einlωz/c + tll (ω) e
−inlωz/c, z → −∞.
See Fig. 3.
FIG. 3. (Color online) In the far zone: the right incoming
plane wave has reflected coefficient trr and transmitted coef-
ficient tlr; likewise the left incoming plane wave has reflected
coefficient tll and transmitted coefficient trl.
The fields may be decomposed as A (z, t) = A+ (z, t)+
A− (z, t) where positive-frequency components are then
given by
A+ (z, t) =
∫ ∞
0
√
~
2piAω
∑
c=r,l
Uω,c (z) ac (ω) e
−iωtdω
E+ (z, t) = i
∫ ∞
0
√
~ω
2piA
∑
c=r,l
Uω,c (z) ac (ω) e
−iωtdω
B+ (z, t) =
∫ ∞
0
√
~
2piAω
∑
c=r,l
U ′ω,c (z) ac (ω) e
−iωtdω
while the negative-frequency fields are just the hermitean
conjugates A− (z, t) = A+ (z, t)†, etc. The field is quan-
tized by introducing the canonical commutation relations[
ab (ω) , a
†
c (ω
′)
]
= δbc δ (ω − ω′) , (36)
where b, c ∈ {r, l}.
B. Far Field Input/Output Relations
The electromagnetic field has the (Abrahams) momen-
tum density is g = 1c2E ×H which in the present case
has non-zero component gz =
1
ε0
ExBy. Taking a clas-
sical potential A+ (z, t) =
∑
c=r,l Uω,c (z)αce
−iωt for a
pair of complex constants αr, αl. The far right and far
left one-cycle time-averaged values should be equal in or-
der to have conservation of electromagnetic momentum
and from this we derived the following identities
nr |trr (ω)|2 + nl |tlr (ω)|2 = nr,
nr |trl (ω)|2 + nl |tll (ω)|2 = nl,
nrtrr (ω)
∗ trl (ω) + nltlr (ω)
∗ tll (ω) = 0,
due to the arbitrariness of αr and αl. A little algebra
also reveals that we have n2l |tlr (ω)|2 = n2r |trl (ω)|2. The
matrix t (ω) =
[
trr(ω) trl(ω)
tlr(ω) tll(ω)
]
will be unitary in the
special case where the left and right refractive indices
are equal (nl = nr).
In general however the relations between the left and
right far field components can expressed by saying that
the matrix
S(ω) =
 trr(ω)
√
nr
nl
trl(ω)√
nl
nr
tlr(ω) tll(ω)
 (37)
is unitary.
C. Orthogonality of the Modes
We now generalize the results of Ley and Loudon [15]
to nr, nl 6= 1. From the observation that(
U∗ω1U
′
ω2 − U∗′ω1Uω2
)′
=
(
ω21 − ω22
)
ζU∗ω1Uω2
we see that∫ L
−M
U∗ω1 (z)Uω2 (z) ζ (z) dz
=
1
(ω21 − ω22)
(
U∗ω1U
′
ω2 − U∗′ω1Uω2
)∣∣L
z=−M .
For the right incoming mode we have, for large M and
L,
1
(ω21 − ω22)
{
einr(ω1−ω2)L/c
(ω1 + ω2)nr
ic
+e−inr(ω1−ω2)L/c
(ω1 + ω2)nr
ic
trr (ω1)
∗ trr (ω2)
+e−inl(ω1−ω2)M/c
(ω1 + ω2)nl
ic
tlr (ω1)
∗ tlr (ω2) + · · ·
}
.
The remaining terms, appearing as an ellipsis, are pro-
portional to (ω1 − ω2) ×e±i(nrω1L+nlω2M)/c and will not
7contribute. We need to take M = nrnl L to obtain a bal-
anced limit which leads us to define the following skewed
principal value integral:
−
∫ ∞
−∞
f (z) dz := lim
N→∞
∫ N/nr
−N/nl
f (z) dz
in which case
−
∫ ∞
−∞
U∗ω1,r (z)Uω2,r (z) ζ (z) dz
= lim
N→∞
2N sinc (N (ω1 − ω2))
= 2piδ (ω1 − ω2) ,
where sinc(x) = sin xx . Here we use the flux relations
with ω → 0. The first three terms contribute while the
remainder contributes an unsupported δ (ω1 + ω2) which
is ignored. (Note that the sinc function is an improper in-
tegral and not absolutely integrable, therefore the choice
of skew adopted is necessary to obtain the nascent delta
function limit.)
One finds that the various modes are orthogonal in the
sense that∫ ∞
−∞
U∗ω1,b (z)Uω2,c (z) ζ (z) dz = 2piδbcδ (ω1 − ω2) .
The sesquilinear form appearing here is the correct notion
to formulate the Sturm-Liouville orthogonality property
for the modes.
D. The Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian is then taken to be
H =
1
2
−
∫ [
ε (z)E−E+ (z, t) +
1
µ0
B−B+ (z, t)
]
dV
=
∫ ∞
0
~ω
[
a†r (ω) ar (ω) + a
†
l (ω) al (ω)
]
dω, (38)
where the z-integration is interpreted as the skewed prin-
cipal value.
V. TWO-SIDED MODELS
In this section we present several situations of interest.
A. Left and Right regions with unequal constant
dielectric coefficient
We have a constant dielectric coefficients in two semi-
infinite regions with boundary at z = q:
ζ (z) =
{ (
nr
c
)2
, z > q;(
nl
c
)2
, z < q.
The modes will be piecewise plane waves, for instance,
Uω,r (z) =
{
e−inrωz/c + trr (ω) einrωz/c, z > q;
tlr (ω) e
−inrωz/c, z < q.
Continuity of Uω,r and U
′
ω,r across the boundary yields
trr (ω) = −nl − nr
nl + nr
e−2inrωq/c,
tlr (ω) =
2nr
nl + nr
e−i(nr−nl)ωq/c.
and one similarly calculates that tll (ω) =
nl−nr
nl+nr
e2inlωq/c,
trl (ω) =
2nl
nl+nr
e−i(nr−nl)ωq/c. The matrix S (ω) is then
given by
[
(nr−nl)
nr+nl
e−2inrωq/c 2
√
nrnl
nr+nl
e−i(nr−nl)ωq/c
2
√
nrnl
nr+nl
e−i(nr−nl)ωq/c (nl−nr)nr+nl e
2inlωq/c
]
.(39)
B. Dielectric Slab
A dielectric slab of thickness 2a about z = q is modeled
by
c2ζ (z) =
 n
2
r, I : z > q + a;
n2, II : |z − q| < a;
n2l , III : z < q − a.
We now set
Uω,r (z) =
 e
−inrωz/c + trr (ω) einrωz/c, I;
A (ω) e−inωz/c +B (ω) einωz/c, II;
tlr (ω) e
−inlωz/c, III.
Again requiring continuity of Uω,r and U
′
ω,r across the
boundaries leads to the expressions for trr (ω) and tlr (ω):
trr (ω) =
1
D (ω)
{(n+ nl) (n− nr) e2inaω/c
− (n− nl) (n+ nr) e−2inaω/c}e−2inr(q+a)ω/c,
tlr (ω) = − 1
D (ω)
4nnre
i(nl−nr)qω/ce−i(nr+nl)aω/c,
with the denominator D (ω)
(n− nr) (n− nl) e2inaω/c − (n+ nr) (n+ nl) e−2inaω/c.
The left incoming coefficients are obtained by symme-
try: trr ↪→ tll and trl ↪→ tlr under the parameter inver-
sion a ↪→ −a, nr ↪→ −nl and nl ↪→ −nr.
C. Singular Dielectric Boundaries
It is of interest to consider the limit of vanishing thick-
ness with large internal refractive index. Specifically we
consider the previous model of a dielectric slab and take
the limits
a→ 0 with 2n2a = µ (constant).
8The limiting forms are then
trr (ω) =
(nr − nl) + iµω/c
(nr + nl)− iµω/ce
−2inrωq/c,
tlr (ω) =
2nr
(nr + nl)− iµω/ce
i(nl−nr)ωq/c.
The left incoming coefficients are similarly calculated
(the parameter inversion is now µ ↪→ −µ, nr ↪→ −nl and
nl ↪→ −nr) and one has
S (ω) =
1
(nr + nl)− iµω/c× (nr − nl + iµωc ) e−2inr ωc q 2√nrnlei(nl−nr)ωc q
2
√
nrnle
i(nl−nr)ωc q
(
nl − nr + iµω
c
)
e2inl
ω
c q

D. Singular Dielectric Points
In particular, if we set nl = nr = 1, then we are left
with the singular dielectric point at z = q:
S (ω) =
1
2− iµω/c
 iµωc e−2iωq/c 2
2 − iµω
c
e2iωq/c
 .(40)
This may be formally understood as arising from the
singular distribution
ζ (z) = 1 + µδ (z − q) .
To see this, we take the general solution for Uω,r,
Uω,r (z) =
{
e−iωz/c + trr (ω) eiωz/c, z > q;
tlr (ω) e
−iωz/c, z < q;
and impose continuity of Uω,r at the boundary q, along
with the condition
U ′ω,r
(
q−
)− U ′ω,r (q+) = µω2c2 Uω,r (q) . (41)
Physically this is interpreted as a discontinuity in By due
the finite change in the time-derivative of the displace-
mentDx across the infinitesimal boundary [15]. A similar
condition applies to Uω,l.
VI. MIRRORS
Mirrors are special cases where the light comes exclu-
sively from one direction (the right say) and is reflected
back. This leads to a semi-infinite geometry.
A. Perfect Mirrors
Perfect Mirrors can be viewed as the limiting situation
where, say, the left refractive index nl becomes infinite.
For instance, taking a boundary at z = q, we ignore the
left-incoming wave and find that the right incoming wave
is reflected with unimodular coefficient
rr (ω) = lim
nl→∞
trr (ω) = −e−2inrωq/c, (42)
where we take the nl →∞ limit of (39). Here the phase
includes the information of the boundary position q.
B. Singular Dielectric Boundary
An alternative model would be to have a fixed perfect
mirror at z = 0 and a singular dielectric boundary at
z = q. In this case we have z ≥ 0 only and set
Uω,r (z) =
{
e−iωz/c + rr (ω) eiωz/c, z > q;
A (ω) e−iωz/c +B (ω) eiωz/c, 0 ≤ z < q.
The boundary conditions are Uω,r (0) = 0 (so A (ω) =
−B (ω)), Uω,r (q−) = Uω,r (q+), and (41). One finds that
rr (ω) is again unimodular and given by
rr (ω) =
1− iµω2c
(
e−2iωq/c − 1)
1 + iµωc
(
e2iωq/c − 1) . (43)
We note that rr (ω)→ −e−2iωq/c as the strength µ of the
infinitesimally thin dielectric becomes infinite: that is we
recover the limit of a perfect mirror at z = q.
C. Dielectric Layer
A similar situation is to have a perfect mirror at z = 0
and a dielectric slab between 0 and z = q with fixed
refractive index n, see Fig. 4. It is not too difficult to
show that the reflection is now given by
rr (ω) = −e−2iωq/c
cos
(
nωq
c
)
+ in sin
(
nωq
c
)
cos
(
nωq
c
)− in sin (nωqc ) .
VII. INPUT-OUTPUT FORMULATION
We now wish to introduce an input-output formalism
based on measurements by detectors at positions ZR and
ZL positioned in the right and left far zones of the field
respectively. To avoid an number of issues involved with
the one dimensional nature of the fields, we shall assume
that both far zones are non-dielectric, that is
nr = nl = 1.
Note that we now have
S(ω) ≡
[
trr(ω) trl(ω)
tlr(ω) tll(ω)
]
(44)
9FIG. 4. (Color online) An imperfect mirror may be modelled
as a perfect mirror with a dielectric layer of refractive index
n.
which will be unitary.
The electric field at the right detector is given approx-
imately by
E+ (ZR, t) ' i
∫ ∞
0
√
~ω
2piAe
−iω(t+ZR/c)ar(ω)dω
+ i
∫ ∞
0
√
~ω
2piA trr (ω) e
−iω(t−ZR/c)ar(ω)dω
+ i
∫ ∞
0
√
~ω
2piA trl (ω) e
−iω(t−ZR/c)al(ω)dω.
We now make the standard quantum white noise assump-
tion for optical fields: this amounts to identifying a cen-
tral frequency Ω and replace the
√
ω and tab (ω) terms
with their values at ω = Ω, and otherwise taking the
lower value of the integral to −∞:
E+ (ZR, t) ' i
√
~Ω
2piAbr (t+ ZR/c)
+i
√
~Ω
2piA trr (Ω) br (t− ZR/c)
+i
√
~Ω
2piA trl (Ω) bl (t− ZR/c) .
where bk (τ) =
∫∞
−∞ e
−iωτak(ω)dω for k = r, l.
Measurement of the electric field may then effectively
is a measurement (e.g., homodyne quadrature, photon
counting, etc.) of the scattered output field
boutr (t) = trr (Ω) br (t− ZR/c) + trl (Ω) bl (t− ZR/c)
with a similar expression for the left field. Ignoring the
time delays, we may write the input-output equations as[
boutr (t)
binl (t)
]
=
[
Srr Srl
Slr Sll
] [
br (t)
bl (t)
]
.
The coefficients Sab are the transmission/reflection co-
efficients tab (Ω) and it is convenient to introduce the pho-
ton momentum
k = Ω/c.
We also have that these coefficients depend on the details
of (one or more) free boundaries q. We now lift the con-
dition that the q need to be fixed parameters and allow
them to be quantum mechanical. In particular, they are
time varying also.
A. QSDE Model
We now introduce a quantum stochastic differential
equation (QSDE) that leads to the above input-output
models. We consider the QSDE corresponding to vacuum
inputs:
U˙t = ba (t)
∗
SabUtbb (t)− iHUt
with initial condition U0 = 1. (Here repeated indices
imply a sum over the values r and l.) The Hamiltonian
term is taken to have a standard form
H =
1
2m
p2 + V (q) .
Let us define the processes
Ba (t) =
∫ t
0
ba(t
′)dt′, Λab (t) =
∫ t
0
ba (t
′)∗ bb (t′) dt′
then the QSDE may be written alternatively as
dUt = {(Sab − δab) dΛab − iHdt}Ut.
The coefficients Sab are now taken to depend on the po-
sition operator q of the free quantum boundary. They
make up a scattering matrix S which is therefore a two-
by-two matrix with position-operator dependent entries,
and S is unitary.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Dielectric “particle”scattered by light.
Given an arbitrary observable X of the system, its
value at time t will be
Xt = U
∗
t (X ⊗ I)Ut
and from the quantum Ito¯ calculus we find
X˙t = b
∗
a (t) (LabX)t bt − i [X,H]t
where
LabX = S∗caXScb − δabX.
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Now as the Sab are functions of the position observable
q only we have
Labq = 0,
Labp = −i~S∗caS′cb
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to
the variable q. We therefore obtain the position and mo-
mentum QSDEs
q˙t =
1
m
pt,
p˙t = −V ′ (qt)− i~b∗a (t) (S∗caS′cb) bb (t) . (45)
The vacuum average yields the usual Ehrenfest equa-
tions, however, to obtain something nontrivial we con-
sider a coherent state input field with intensity βa(t), for
a = r, l. This is equivalent to making the replacement
ba (t)→ ba(t) + βa(t) so that the QSDE becomes
U˙t = (ba (t) + βa (t))
∗
SabUt (bb (t) + βb (t)) ,
or,
dUt = {(Sab − δab) dΛab + (Sab − δab)β∗a dBb
+ (Sab − δab)βb dB∗a + (Sab − δab)β∗aβb dt}Ut
−iHUtdt. (46)
We now obtain the position and momentum QSDEs
q˙t =
1
m
pt,
p˙t = −V ′ (qt)
−i~(b∗a (t) + β∗a(t)) (S∗caS′cb) (bb (t) + βb (t)).
The averages now lead to
d
dt
〈qt〉 = 1
m
〈pt〉 ,
d
dt
〈pt〉 = −〈V ′ (qt)〉 − i~β∗a(t) (S∗caS′cb)βb (t) .
In the special case of a mirror, where we have only an
input b = br from the right (say) then the equation (45)
above simplifies to
q˙t =
1
m
pt,
p˙t = −V ′ (qt) + ~b∗ (t) θ′ (qt) b (t) . (47)
where β is the intensity of the coherent input field from
the right, and
S = eiθ(q)
is the reflection coefficient.
VIII. EXAMPLES
A. Mirrors
In the case of a perfect mirror at position q we have
form (42) R = e−i2kq and so (47) yields
p˙t = −V ′ (qt)− 2~k b∗ (t) b (t) .
This has the natural interpretation that the forcing term
is the mechanical force due to the potential V and the
radiation pressure which is the de Broglie momentum
~k of the photon (doubled due to the reflection) times
the number intensity b∗ (t) b (t). In a coherent state of
intensity β, this yields
d
dt
〈pt〉 = −〈V ′ (qt)〉 − 2~k |β(t)|2 .
In the case of a singular dielectric boundary at q we
obtain from (43)
p˙t = −V ′ (qt)
−2~k b∗ (t) µ
2k2 (cos 2kqt − 1) + 2µk sin (2kqt)
µ2k2 (cos 2kqt − 1)− 2µk (sin 2kqt − 1)b (t) ,
which reduces to the perfect mirror expression in the limit
µ→∞.
B. A Dielectric Particle
We may consider a point particle of mass m with di-
electric strength µ. The scattering matrix for photons of
wave vector k is therefore from (40)
S =
1
1− i2µk
[
i
2µke
−2ikq 1
1 − i2µke2ikq
]
and we have
S∗S′ =
k
1 + 14µ
2k2
[ − i2µ2k2 µke2ikq
µke−2ikq i2µ
2k2
]
.
FIG. 6. (Color online) Optomechanical model where an im-
perfect mirror with quantum mechanical position q is in in-
teraction with an input field.
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The Langevin equation for pt is in this case
d
dt
pt = −V ′ (qt)
− ~k
1 + 14µ
2k2
{
1
2
µ2k2 [b∗r(t)br(t)− b∗l (t)bl(t)]
+iµkb∗r(t)e
2ikqtbl(t) + iµkb
∗
l (t)e
−2ikqtbr(t)
}
.
In the limit µ → ∞ of infinite dielectric constant we
obtain
d
dt
pt = −V ′ (qt)− 2~k [b∗r(t)br(t)− b∗l (t)bl(t)]
consistent with a perfect two-sided mirror at qt with left
and right field quanta reflected with momenta ±~k re-
spectively.
C. The Adiabatic Elimination Example
We have the reflection coefficient R = S given by (32)
so that
d
dt
pt = −V ′ (qt)
−4~k b∗ (t) γ∆g
2
0 cos (2kqt)
γ2∆2 + 4g40 cos
4 (kqt)
b (t) .
IX. QUANTUM MEASUREMENT
We now turn to the filtering problem, namely how do
we best estimate the state of the mirror from observations
of the reflected output fields. We consider a detector
located in the far zone where we measure some observable
Y (t) of the field at time t. The time to go from the
mirror to the detector will be assumed negligible. The
set of observables {Y (s) : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} is assumed to be
commutative, and our aim is to calculate the conditional
density matrix %t based on these observations [18, 19].
The most flexible approach is to use the use the the-
ory of quantum filtering. Let Yt] be the von Neumann
algebra generated by {Y (s) : 0 ≤ s ≤ t}. The we aim to
compute, for each system operator X the conditional ex-
pectation
X̂t = E
[
jt (X) |Yt]
]
of the Heisenberg picture value of the operator at time
t onto the algebra generated by the measurements up
to that time. We shall use established results to de-
rive explicit dynamical equations for pit (X) and there-
fore, through the identification
X̂t = tr [%tX] ,
for % itself. We shall use the filtering equations derived
in [20] for coherent state inputs. We recall that the SLH
triple in this problem
S =
[
Srr Srl
Slr Sll
]
,
with the components dependent on the observable q, and
L vanishing. The filtering problem in the presence of
fields in coherent states with amplitudes βr(t) and βl (t)
respectively, is then equivalent to the vacuum filtering
problem with non-zero coupling
Lβ(t) = S
[
βr (t)
βl (t)
]
.
This, of course, is explicitly contained in the unitary
QSDE (46). Note that Lβ(t)†Lβ(t) = ‖β (t)‖2 where we
have the norm ‖β (t)‖2 = |βr (t)|2 + |βl (t)|2.
A. Homodyne Measurement
Let Bin,k (t) =
∫ t
0
bk (s) ds be the input annihilation
process, then we might aim to measure the fields
Ya(t) = U (t)
†
[
1⊗
(
Bin,a (t) +Bin,a (t)
†
)]
U (t)
which gives the output quadrature for a = l, r. It follows
from the quantum Ito¯ calculus that
dYa(t) =
∑
b=l,r
jt (Sab) [dBin,b (t) + βb (t) dt] + H.c.
The process is a diffusion with (dYa)
2
= dt.
The filter equation for homodyne measurement is then,
from equation (20) of [20],
dX̂t = L̂Xt dt
+
∑
a
{∑
b
(
X̂Sab
)
t
βb (t) +
∑
b
(
Ŝ†abX
)
t
β∗b
−X̂t λa(t)
}
dIa (t)
where
L (X) =
∑
a,b
β∗a (t)
[∑
c
S†acXScb − δabX
]
βc (t)
− i
~
[X,H] ,
λa(t) =
∑
b
(
Ŝab
)
t
βb (t) +
∑
b
(
Ŝ†ab
)
t
β∗b
and
dIa (t) = dYa (t)− λa (t) dt.
The processes Ia are independent Wiener processes.
The corresponding stochastic master equation is then
d%t = D%t dt+
∑
a
Ha [%t] dIa (t) ,
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with
D% =
∑
a,b,c
Sab%S
†
ac βbβ
∗
c − ‖β (t)‖2 %+
i
~
[%,H] ,
Ha [%] = Sab%βb + %S†abβ∗b − λa (t) %.
We note that the mapping Ha is nonlinear in % since
λa (t) =
∑
b tr
{
%t
(
Sabβb (t) + S
†
abβ
∗
b (t)
)}
.
In the case where there is only one input (say the right
side), we have S = eiθ(q) and the stochastic master equa-
tion simplifies to
d%t =
{
eiθ%te
−iθ − %t + i~ [%t, H]
}
dt
+
{
eiθβ (t) %t + %te
−iθβ (t)∗ − λ (t) %t
}
dI (t)
with λ (t) = tr
{
%t
(
eiθβ (t) + e−iθβ∗(t)
)}
.
B. Photon Counting
Now set Λin,a (t) =
∫ t
0
b∗a (s) ba (s) ds be the input anni-
hilation process, then we might aim to measure the fields
Ya(t) = U (t)
†
[1⊗ Λin,a (t)] U (t)
which gives the output quadrature for a = l, r. The Ya
are (time-inhomogeneous) Poisson processes.
The filter equation for photon counting measurement
is then, from equation (21) of [20],
dX̂t = L̂Xt dt
+
∑
a
 1νa(t) ∑
b,c
(
̂
S†abXSac)t β
∗
b (t)βc (t)− X̂t
 dJa (t)
where L (X) is as before, and
νa(t) =
∑
b,c
(
Ŝ†abSac
)
t
β∗b (t)βc (t)
and
dJa (t) = dYa (t)− νa (t) dt.
From the unitarity of S, we have the identity∑
a
νa(t) = ‖β(t)‖2,
and this allows us to write
dX̂t =
1
i~
[̂X,H]t dt
+
∑
a
 1νa(t) ∑
b,c
(
̂
S†abXSac)t β
∗
b (t)βc (t)− X̂t
 dYa (t) .
The corresponding stochastic master equation is now
d%t =
1
i~
[H, %t] dt+
∑
a
Ha [%t] dYa (t)
with
Ha [%] = 1
νa (t)
∑
b,c
Sac%S
†
ab β
∗
b (t)βc (t)− %,
and νa (t) = tr
{
%t
∑
b,c S
†
abSac
}
β∗b (t)βc (t).
This, of course, corresponds to a continuous Hamilto-
nian evolution under H, with jumps
%→ 1
νa (t)
∑
b,c
βc (t)Sac%S
†
ab β
∗
b (t)
occurring at random times when we detect a photon at
the right (a = r) or left (a = l) detector.
Again, this simplifies if we have only one input, and
we find the stochastic master equation simplifies to
d%t =
{
eiθ%te
−iθ − %t + i~ [%t, H]
}
dt
+
{
eiθ%te
−iθ − %t
}
dJ (t)
=
i
~
[%t, H] dt+
{
eiθ%te
−iθ − %t
}
dY (t) ,
and λ (t) = |β (t)|2.
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Appendix A: The Holevo Time-Ordering and
We now justify the limit of U˜(t) as a Holevo time-
ordered exponential
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U˜ (n)(t+ τ, t) = U˜ (n)(t+ τ)U˜ (n)(t)† =
n∑
r=0
(−i)r
∫
t+τ≥tr>···t1≥0
H˜(n)(tr) · · · H˜(n)(t1)dtr · · · dt1. (A1)
For a fixed n, we partition the interval [t, t + τ ] with grid points σj = t +
jτ
N for j = 1, · · · , N where N = nτ2c . Each
of the first N terms in the expansion of (A1) may be approximated as the discrete sums
(−i)r
∑
N≥jr≥···≥j1≥1
H˜(n)(σjr ) · · · H˜(n)(σj1). (A2)
Now we compare this to the exponential exp{−i∑Nj=1 H˜(n)(σj)} which we may likewise expand leading to the rth
term
(−i)r
r!
N∑
jr,··· ,j1=1
H˜(n)(σjr ) · · · H˜(n)(σj1) =
(−i)r
r!
N∑
jr,··· ,j1=1
Eαjrβjr · · ·Eαj1βj1 ⊗ λ˜
(n)
αjrβjr
(σjr ) · · · λ˜(n)αj1βj1 (σj1). (A3)
The crucial observation is that λ˜
(n)
αβ (t) and λ˜
(n)
µν (s) will
commute whenever |t − s| ≥ cn , and so for r ≤ N the
various λ˜(n) terms commute in the expression above.
Therefore for a fixed set of indices αjr , βjr , · · ·αj1 , βj1
we may reorder the λ˜(n)’s in (A3) in r! equivalent ways,
thereby recovering (A2). Therefore the first N terms of
series expansion (A1) agree with the first N terms of
exp{−i∑Nj=1 H˜(n)(σj)}.
We then take the limit n→∞ and τ → 0 to obtain in
principle the Holevo time-ordered exponential (9).
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